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What is the history of
St. Patrick’s Day?

“St. Patrick was a
martyr.”
–Isi Ingles, third-year
psychology
HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR

Students watch and clear the road as a Waterloo Regional Police Service vehicle drives down Ezra Street patrolling on St. Patrick’s Day.

Dear Life

“The history is some guy
named St. Pat and you’re
not actually supposed
to drink. Something with
God.”

Dear Life is your opportunity to
write a letter to your life, allowing
you to vent your anger with life’s
little frustrations in a completely
public forum.
All submissions to Dear Life
are anonymous, should be no
longer than 100 words and must
be addressed to your life. Submissions can be sent to dearlife@
thecord.ca no later than Monday
at noon each week.

–Kaitlyn Gelbloom, thirdyear general arts

Dear Laurier,
All this cuts and IPRM stuff are
getting annoying. Why? Because
no one talks about the real problem. That is, the full time tenured
staff. While many are great profs,
some are horribly overpayed
tyrants. Laurier Student Voices
should be demanding results of
Prof evaluations and lobbying for
them to leave/be fired, not ripping admin from trying to keep
Laurier afloat. Who we should
be blaming is the full time profs
union.
Sincerely,
Let’s cut the real fat

“I don’t know. I don’t fucking know.”
–Jordan Melo, second-year
kinesiology

Dear Life,
In light of recent staff dismissal
shenanigans, I am seriously considering the Cord ads to transfer
to Queen’s.
Sincerely,
Just what sort of lives do you
think you’re inspiring?

“Wearing green and getting fucking hammered.”
–Kevin Morgan, Conestoga
graduate

Dear Life,
If you don’t like us partying, why
does the bookstore continue to
encourage us to drink by selling
us the stuff that encourages us to
drink?
Sincerely,
Stop complaining

“St. Patrick cleared all of
the snakes from Ireland.”

Dear WRPS,
Great job stopping Ezra again.
Sincerely,
WRPS aka the useless fun police

–Jonathan Lemsurier, firstyear kinesiology

Dear Life,
Why is student voices a joke?
They fail to look at the real issue,
tenure staff salaries.
Sincerely,
You are a complete joke

Compiled by Shelby Blackley
Photos by Heather Davidson
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COLOPHON
The Cord is the official student
newspaper of the Wilfrid Laurier University community.
Started in 1926 as the College
Cord, The Cord is an editorially independent newspaper
published by Wilfrid Laurier
University Student Publications,
Waterloo, a corporation without
share capital. WLUSP is governed by its board of directors.
Opinions expressed within
The Cord are those of the author
and do not necessarily refl ect
those of the editorial board, The
Cord, WLUSP, WLU or CanWeb
Printing Inc. All content appearing in The Cord bears the
copyright expressly of their
creator(s) and may not be used
without written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running Mac
OS X 10.5 using Adobe Creative
Suite 4. Canon cameras are
used for principal photography.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Ontario Press
Council since 2006. Any

unsatisfi ed complaints can
be sent to the council at info@
ontpress.com.
The Cord’s circulation for
a normal Wednesday issue
is 6,000 copies and enjoys a
readership of over 10,000. Cord
subscription rates are $20.00
per term for addresses within
Canada.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Canadian University Press (CUP)since 2004.

PREAMBLE
The Cord will keep faith with
its readers by presenting news
and expressions of opinions
comprehensively, accurately
and fairly. The Cord believes
in a balanced and impartial
presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all
substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall
uphold all commonly held ethical conventions of journalism.
When an error of omission or of
commission has occurred, that
error shall be acknowledged

promptly. When statements
are made that are critical of an
individual, or an organization,
we shall give those affected
the opportunity to reply at the
earliest time possible. Ethical
journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts
of interest and the appearance
of conflicts of interest will be
avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world
around it, and so The Cord will
attempt to cover its world with a
special focus on Wilfrid Laurier
University, and the community
of Kitchener-Waterloo, and with
a special ear to the concerns of
the students of Wilfrid Laurier
University. Ultimately, The
Cord will be bound by neither
philosophy nor geography in its
mandate.
The Cord has an obligation
to foster freedom of the press
and freedom of speech. This
obligation is best fulfilled when
debate and dissent are encouraged, both in the internal workings of the paper, and through
The Cord’s contact with the

student body.
The Cord will always attempt
to do what is right, with fear
of neither repercussions, nor
retaliation. The purpose of the
student press is to act as an
agent of social awareness, and
so shall conduct the affairs of
our newspaper.

Quote of the week:
“Is this a cult thing?”
-Graphics Editor Joshua
Awolade re: everyone singing The Little Mermaid
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ST. PATRICK’S DAY

‘Good spirits’ on St. Paddy’s Day

WRPS were well-prepared for this year’s celebrations and the day went off with few incidents

PHOTOS BY HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR, JESSICA DIK/LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER

SHELBY BLACKLEY
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

A sea of green once again took
over Ezra Avenue and the areas
surrounding Wilfrid Laurier
University this Tuesday with St.
Patrick’s Day celebrations in full
swing.
A reported 5,000 students —
up from 4,000 last year — made
their way to Ezra during peak
time and over 100 Waterloo
Regional Police Service officers
were on scene on Ezra Ave., the
tent party on Seagram Drive and
the surrounding area to help
combat the crowds and enforce
by-laws.
The tent party was sold out at
approximately 3,500 tickets.
Overall, the day was positive
with no major incidents.
“The crowd was very wellbehaved, all things considered,”
said Alana Holtom, corporate

communications coordinator for
WRPS. “We were issuing tickets
regularly throughout the day and
on an ongoing basis. People were
fairly respectful and understanding.”
Although officers were ready
and on scene as early as 10 a.m.,
the crowd didn’t start picking
up until closer to 1 p.m. A chilly
wind stuck around for the majority of the day, which may have
attributed to the later start.
“I think we were mostly
surprised that the crowd was
collecting later in the day than
usual, so we had quite a few
resources out early in the morning and then we sort of extended
them throughout the day,”
Holtom explained.
Students also seemed to
spread their celebrations to other
areas around Laurier. Holtom
said police resources were sent
to offshoot streets to deal with

“I think we were mostly
surprised that the crowd
was collecting later in the
day than usual...”

-Alana Holtom, corporate
communications coordiator for WRPS

keggers and people on roofs
more than in the past.
Students seemed fairly cooperative with officers enforcing
by-laws.
A number of students were
issued tickets for drinking and
possession of an open container,
but did not contest.
Officers were also engaging
with students by taking pictures,
giving high fives and talking to
students at certain houses.

Waterloo mayor Dave Jaworsky
also walked through the crowd
on Ezra Ave. alongside police
chief Bryan Larkin. Incoming Wilfrid Laurier University
Students’ Union president Olivia Matthews was also walking
around engaging with students.
“We had the resources in place
that we were in need of and our
officers had a great time engaging with students and partygoers and stepped in whenever
they needed to,” Holtom said.
The majority of students
seemed to enjoy all the festivities.
Rachael Hargan, a fourth-year
communications student at
Laurier, joined the party on Ezra
around 3 p.m. She said the crowd
felt around the same size as last
year.
“I heard it was pretty dead in
the morning, but I wasn’t here
for that,” she said. “It’s fun. It’s a

good time. Everyone’s in good
spirits.”
Vick Byers, a psychology
student at Laurier, said she gets
annoyed with the crowds on Ezra
Ave. She’s been on Ezra every
year, but said it gets too busy.
“It’s fun on Ezra in the buildings, but then I came out on the
streets and I got really annoyed,”
she said.
Holtom attributes WRPS’ ability to control the crowd to their
proactive approach. Officers
would go with the flow and adjust their plans as necessary.
For example, officers working
at the tent party would approach
students before they got into line
to empty their beer bottles. In
the past, this would not be done
until students were in line.
“Our operational plan was
really thorough and we were able
to be flexible for anything that
came up today,” Holtom said.
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Complex issues for contract staff

Administration, professional weigh in on reasons for universities’ heavy reliance on sessionals
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Lack of job security, fair wages
and access to benefits are just
some of the issues contract faculty across Ontario face.
WeTeachOntario, a campaign
recently launched by the Ontario
Federation of University Faculty
Associations, is bringing these
and other challenges to the
forefront.
However, there might be more
to this campaign than simply
“fighting for better academic
jobs.”
“I think what I find kind
of stunning about OCUFA’s
campaign is that there is no acknowledgment of the very large
increases in salaries of fulltime
academics,” said Alex Usher,
president of Higher Education
Strategy Associates.
He explained these salaries
have been rising at a rate three
times inflation since around
2000. Another part of this issue,
Usher continued, is there is no
more mandatory retirement. This
means more professors who are
at the top of the salary scale are
able to work at the university for
longer.
To try and balance things out,
instead of replacing professors
who do retire, the university
might hire one or two contract
staff, also known as sessionals.
In terms of whether Wilfrid
Laurier University’s reliance
on contract academic staff
will increase, vice-president of
academic and provost Deborah
MacLatchy said it’s difficult to
know.

“It’s a complicated
question to ask and to
answer on the whole
university.”

-Deborah MacLatchy, vice-president of
academic and provost

JOSHUA AWOLADE/GRAPHICS EDITOR

“It’s a complicated question to
ask and to answer on the whole
university,” she said.
“Partly because in some cases
you’re hiring a mix of areas in
which you want to continue to
build research strengths as well
as the undergraduate teaching
and grad program development.
And all those pieces, it’s all part
of the decision-making matrix.”
But Usher said the reliance
on sessionals has to do with
the amount of classes full-time
faculty are teaching.
“The other thing that OCUFA
doesn’t, I don’t think, deal with is
that one of the reasons we have
sessionals is because professors
buy themselves out of classes,”
Usher said.
“They get research leave, or if
you go back five or 10 years, they

were reducing their teaching
load in terms of the number of
students they were teaching.”
This created a need for contract staff to fill in these teaching
gaps.
So while universities have
been putting more and more
money into teaching and research, this has gone towards
the wage build for full-time staff
and sessionals have been used to
keep costs down.
Usher said a choice was made
to put more money into full-time
professors’ salaries rather than
using the money to hire more
professors and that this choice
was driven by faculty unions and
associations.
“Let’s put it this way … it’s
within OCUFA’s power to solve
the sessional problem in many

ways by moderating its own
member’s demands for higher
salaries and less teaching.”
Usher also explained although
there are ways to eliminate the
universities’ reliance on sessionals, these solutions are not
necessarily beneficial to the sessionals themselves.
One way is to turn them into
full-time faculty. However they
might not be the first in line to
get hired on as full-time.
The second way is to have fulltime staff start teaching more
again.
“It’s not good news for sessionals,” he said. “It means there
would be fewer courses for
them.”
What sessionals are really asking for, he said, is to have their
current positions be imbedded

more deeply in the universities.
MacLatchy explained Ontario universities get the lowest funding per student from
the government and tuition is
highly controlled, which limits the institutions’ abilities to
meet the needs and wants of its
employees. But many CAS at
Laurier have voiced a need to
join together as a university and
demand the provincial government provide the university with
more funding.
“Certainly the university
administration is constantly
advocating with the government
about Laurier’s needs and about
the university sector’s needs,”
MacLatchy said. “It’s a challenge
right now for that because the
provincial budget in Ontario
is under pressure. We’re on a
demographic dip right now with
18-25 year olds.”
She continued that this has
called into question the role of
universities in society.
“But I agree with the sentiment
that collectively working with the
faculty unions and talking about
the value of universities and the
importance of universities to
society is critical.”

BUDGET CUTS

Bracing for reductions
Departments begin to handle job cuts of support staff
KAITLYN SEVERIN
LEAD REPORTER

Since 22 staff and management
positions were eliminated at
Wilfrid Laurier University on
March 9, students and faculty
have been looking for answers
and solutions.
Jonathan Finn, chair of the
communication studies department, said there is quite a lot of
work to be managed after the junior administration assistant for
communication studies, Susan
Muck, had her hours reduced.
“They’re cutting [Muck’s]
hours down significantly, which
means that I think ultimately
students are going to have to
get used to not having the same
level of support and service that
they’ve had in the past,” Finn
said.
According to Finn, Muck’s
reduced hours means he, as well
as the intermediate administrative assistant, Silvia Hoang, will
take over some of the workload.
Muck’s position was the only one
reduced in the department.
“We’re going to have to start
doing less or providing less kind
of one-on-one help for students
and just stop doing some kind
of service all together,” Finn
explained.
According to Finn, there has
been no advice or contingency

plan given to the departments
since the staff cuts.
“It has just happened and
there’s been nothing in terms of
support or suggestions of how we
should deal with this.”
Dean of arts Michael Carroll
said all students and staff will get
the same level of service even
though there has been a reduction in the number of faculty
members and courses offered to
students.
Overall, four staff positions
were declared “redundant” and
the hours for three staff positions
were reduced in the faculty of
arts.
“Having a budget deficit and
the need to make cuts is unfortunate, but given that we have to do
it, I believe, and working with my
admin manager, we believe that
we will be able to offer the same
level of service to everybody,”
said Carroll.
The reason why the positions
were eliminated was because
they were supposedly found to
be redundant. At the divisional
arts council meeting on Friday,
a motion was put forward to
reverse the redundancies and allow the staff to return to work.
The motion passed unanimously with one abstention, and
will now go forward to Laurier president Max Blouw and
vice-president of academic and

“It has just happened and
there’s been nothing in
terms of support or suggestions of how we should
deal with this.”
-Jonathan Finn, chair of the
communication studies department

provost Deborah MacLatchy.
According to Finn, one of the
bigger problems of the staff cuts
is the bizarre timing. There are
just over two more weeks left in
the term, not including the exam
period.
“Susan [Muck]’s situation is
not finalized yet and so I have
no idea what we’re going to
do — we’re not getting instruction from anyone about how to
handle this,” said Finn.
Finn also said communication studies students would have
to get used to less support and
service on the frontline of the
department.
Things may get more “centralized,” like advising or services,
but it will be less than expected.
When asked if the faculty will
fall behind in their work, Carroll
said he believes no work will
have to be pushed back.
“It’s unfortunate that we had

HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR

Some departments are finding ways to handle the recent job reductions.

to do this, but the university is
facing a budget deficit and this
only goes part of the way towards
reducing that deficit,” said Carroll.
He added that Laurier is not
the only university experiencing
these cuts, but is one of multiple
universities across Canada and
the United States.
Finn noted his biggest frustration is how the cuts were unan-

nounced so close to the end of
the winter term.
He said it will be difficult for
him to meet prospective students
who will be coming to Laurier at
the open house later this week.
“I have to do that with a big
smile on my face and tell them
how awesome this place is, and
it’s very hard to do that when
something like this has just happened.”
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IPRM

WLU Press saved by
integration into Library
Press will avoid IPRM recommendation of phase out
ALANNA FAIREY
FEATURES EDITOR

HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR

Laurier students slept outside the FNCC for five days and raised $13,000.

5 Days raises
around $13,000
Students visit youth shelters while
raising awareness of homelessness
KAITLYN SEVERIN
LEAD REPORTER

Wilfrid Laurier University’s
seventh annual 5 Days for the
Homeless reportedly ended better this year in terms of weather
and support from students.
The campaign, which had
participants sleeping outside and
living a homeless lifestyle from
March 8-13, aimed to increase
awareness for the homeless and
raise donations for local charities
and shelters.
This year’s campaign raised
almost $13,000 in donations.
“We didn’t reach our goal,
which was $20,000 this year,
but still we had an amazing
campaign,” said Phillip Lee,
public relations for 5 Days for the
Homeless.
According to Taylor Sicard,
director of Laurier’s 5 Days for
the Homeless, the improvement this year was the decline of
negative perceptions around the
campaign.
“Every year we get quite a
bit of negative feedback from
people who don’t think that what
we’re doing is correct,” Sicard
explained.
“We’re trying to advocate for
youth who are homeless and by
doing this by sleeping outside by
no means do we think we know
anything about what it’s like to
be homeless. But because of the
way people can see the campaign we tend to get negative
feedback. But this year was like
an all-time low for that.”
According to Colin Penstone,
a fourth-year communication
studies student and participant,
5 Days for the Homeless is one of
the more visible campaigns on
campus.
“Everyone does a great job
in their own way, but we create kind of a viewing that not a
lot of clubs are able to do and I
think that really helps encourage
dialogue and gets people talking
about what we’re doing,” he said.
5 Days for the Homeless,
which started at the University
of Alberta in 2005, is a national
campaign with over 22 schools in

“We’re trying to advocate
for youth who are
homeless...”

-Taylor Sicard, director of Laurier’s
5 Days for the Homeless

Canada participating.
According to Sicard, this year’s
campaign was more geared
towards getting out into the community rather than just being
centered on campus.
“In the past, our campaigns
have been centered on campus
and that’s it, so this year we tried
to go out into the community
and we got quite a bit of support
for doing that,” Sicard explained.
The participants had the
chance to visit two youth homeless shelters to interact with
young adults going through
homelessness.
According to Penstone and Sicard, there were no issues except
when Special Constable Services
asked a homeless man to leave
campus.
The man had seen the participants at uptown Waterloo and
asked to hang out with them on
campus.
“He did not necessarily want
to sleep with us, but we wanted
to make Special Constables
aware of someone that we didn’t
know lingering on campus,” said
Penstone.
“So what the outcome was
with Special Constables was that
they ultimately asked him to
leave, but he wasn’t threatening
us and he was not causing any
problems by any means.”
According to Lee, one of the
goals for the campaign is to make
students appreciate the things
given to them, such as shelter.
“[Participants] know in five
days that it’s going to be over, but
for these actual youth who are on
the streets they don’t know when
they’re going to have a stable life
with a house and stuff.”

In an attempt to minimize the
effects of the Integrated Planning
Resource Management report,
the Wilfrid Laurier University
Library will be integrating WLU
Press into their system.
The announcement was made
March 11, a week after the IPRM
report had been passed by the
board of governors.
The WLU Press, which has
been publishing scholarly
articles across Canada for over
30 years, had previously been
recommended for “phase out or
minimize” prior to IPRM being
passed, which sparked controversy from groups on campus.
Gohar Ashoughian, the university librarian, helped lead the
committee responsible to plan
the integration of WLU Press.
“This is really very good news
for us and that, in terms of the
integration, there are so many
synergies that exist in what the
library does and what the Press
does,” Ashoughian said.
“[This integration] is the best
way to make sure that we can
ensure the sustainability of the
press and not only sustainability,
but also success.”
The new structure of the
Library, which will officially
come into effect on May 1, will
implement a number of different
changes.
These changes to the system
include the WLU Press director,
Brian Henderson, reporting to
the university librarian, as well
as a number of organizational

JESSICA DIK/LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER

WLU Press’ integration into the administrative structure will occur on May.

changes.
However Ashoughian said this
integration is one that will require time to make adjustments.
“We’re going to go through all
kinds of organizational change
processes to make sure that we
have a good structure for this
new, fresh, structure and it’s
going to take a little time,” she
explained.
“There were a lot of efficiencies
to be achieved in this process,
and integration is to make sure
that the Press has the opportunity to use the structure and infrastructure that we already have
in the library and to maximize
on that.”
Integration with the Library
will also help accommodate
WLU Press in terms of their technological needs.
“We have a great partnership
with the university [information
technology] department and, at
the same time, we have a very
robust digital initiative unit that

ensures the infrastructure of services and delivery resources in
the electronic format,” Ashoughian explained.
In spite of the challenging fiscal stresses the university has recently been faced with, Ashoughian said this integration will
be a great opportunity to work
alongside the WLU Press, due to
their upstanding reputation.
Ashoughian hopes the Library
will hold that reputation to a
higher degree.
“We are really looking forward
to starting this partnership and
collaboration,” she said. “It’s
going to take some time to find
the best model that fits this collaboration, but we have all the
commitment to make sure that
the collaboration is successful
and then first and foremost.”
“The WLU Press has an incredible reputation, and our primary
commitment is to make sure that
we hold up that reputation to a
higher degree.”

Travel Vaccines
Including Yellow Fever,
Typhoid, Meningitis
Hepatitis A/B and Malaria

Shingles Vaccine
also available
570 University Ave. East Waterloo 519-570-4208

www.kwtravelclinic.ca
When you travel...

Travel Safe!
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REAL ESTATE
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Due to the ongoing intensification in Kitchener-Waterloo, buyers have ample real estate investment opportunities. The area is also economically healthy, raising market value in the Tri-Cities.

Why purchase a house in Waterloo?
Kitchener-Waterloo-Cambridge ranked 13th of 35 for best cities to buy real estate in Canada
CONNOR WARD
LEAD REPORTER

A recent report by MoneySense
magazine has declared the TriCities of Kitchener-CambridgeWaterloo as one of Canada’s
best cities to buy real estate. The
region was ranked 13th on the
list of 35, surrounded by notable
cities like Toronto, Saskatoon
and Guelph.
The report focused on fundamental economic and real estate
indicators, including average
house prices, expected investment return and the unemployment rate.
“Our region, when you look at
average sales price and the continued growth, it makes it a very
attractive and affordable place to
live, especially with all the eco-

nomic diversity we have in the
area,” said Mark Wolle, president
of the Kitchener-Waterloo Association of Realtors.
One of the major indicators
used to assess the real estate
markets was the expected appreciation of homes, which is the
amount a real estate asset’s price
is likely to increase. The report
listed expected appreciation over
various time frames, including a
one, five and 10 year outlook.
“One of the things we’ve
seen over the last few years are
increases in the range of around
3.5 per cent per year. For me,
when you have moderate and
sustainable growth, that lends
itself to sustained markets,” said
Wolle. “We’ve got a great tech
sector, advanced manufacturing, financial services and three

“...When you look at average sales price and the
continued growth, it makes
it a very attractive and
affordable place to live...”
-Mark Wolle, president of the Kitchener-Waterloo Association of Realtors

great schools. It makes for a wide
range of buyers.”
A major trend that contributes
to Kitchener-Waterloo’s future
real estate investment opportunities is the intensification
around the King Street corridor.
The region has been working on
urban intensification around
the city centres of Waterloo and

Kitchener and has focused on
projects that enhance these areas, like the Grand River Transit
expansion and ION light rail
transit.
“We just don’t have as much
land anymore, so they’re really
pushing for developers to build
up,” said Wolle. “I would say the
trend that we’re seeing is investment along those LRT lines.”
A large contributor to Kitchener-Waterloo’s perceived market
value is the overall economic
health of the region. This includes quantitative data like
unemployment rate and gross
domestic product growth, as well
as qualitative characteristics like
lifestyle and critical infrastructure.
“We’re seeing people come
from all over the world for jobs

and investment, and there’s a lot
of innovation here, but yet you
still have a balance of rural and
urban development,” said Wolle.
“It’s a very unique kind of market, and a great place to live.”
Kitchener-Waterloo is also a
unique market because of the
amount of students who live here
on a temporary basis. As Wolle
mentioned, some of the homebuyers that are currently present
in the region are former students
who have decided to put down
roots.
“I would probably consider
buying a house in Waterloo in
the future,” said Taylor Spencer,
a second-year student at Wilfrid
Laurier University. “It’s a great
place to live and there are lots of
opportunities that will probably
be available here in the future.”

EMERGENCY SERVICES

A more accessible 9-1-1
Service helps deaf and speech impaired in emergencies
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

LENA YANG/CREATIVE DIRECTOR

As of March 26, emergency services in Waterloo will be taking a
step towards greater accessibility
for community members.
Text with 9-1-1 is a service that
will allow deaf, deafened, hard
of hearing and speech impaired
residents to more easily and
effectively communicate with
emergency personnel.
“I’ve heard some of my coworkers or other deaf community members say in the past they
wouldn’t call 9-1-1 say, if they
saw an accident or something,
they wouldn’t report it because it
would just be too much trouble,”
explained Amanda Moorhead,
manager of administration at the
Waterloo chapter of the Canadian Hearing Society.
Currently, the only methods for the deaf community to
contact emergency personnel
are by using their teletype machines — which are only located
in their home — or by seeking
the assistance of someone else,
which poses the problem of how
to communicate their emergency
effectively.
The launch of the service is a
product of various partnerships
in and around the Waterloo area.
Moorhead explained that the
CHS was first contacted sepa-

rately by Kitchener Fire Fighting
Services and the Waterloo Regional Police Service. Then CHS
contacted Waterloo Fire Rescue,
the police and fire departments
in Guelph, as well as services in
Brantford and Stratford.
“I was amazed how many
of these emergency services
wanted to be involved and were
interested in our feedback,”
Moorhead said.
Individuals will need to register their cell phone through their
communications provider with
Text with 9-1-1.
In the event of an emergency
they still need to call 9-1-1, but
the dispatcher will be able to see
that their phone is registered
with the service and will send
them a text message.
“This is the first time we’re
launching into something like
this, so this is really an opportunity to level the playing field
for the segment of the community who has not been able to
reach us in the same manner as
everyone else,” said Olaf Heinzel,
public affairs coordinator for
WRPS.
He continued that once the
phone has been registered with
Text with 9-1-1, they can use it
with any 9-1-1 centre that has the
service. The service is gradually
being established across the
country.

Moorhead said they are hoping to see a lot of engagement
from the deaf and hard of hearing community. Their information sessions will be interpreted
in American Sign Language,
which will allow them to accurately get information.
“It’s also a great opportunity
for them to ask questions of the
emergency services,” Moorhead
said. “See how the service will
work and clear up any questions
they may have around it so they
feel confident to use it when they
need it.”
Information sessions will be
held on March 24 in Guelph and
March 25 in Kitchener.
“The important thing is that
we try to provide service to every
member of the community,”
Heinzel said. “And to try to provide the best possible service to
everyone.”
Moorhead emphasized that
this is just one step towards making communities more accessible.
“I once heard someone say
something along the lines of,
‘If there were no barriers, there
would be no such thing as a disability,’ ” she said. “So anywhere
where we can break down barriers and give equal footing and
equal opportunity for everyone
in the community is just fantastic.”
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Locals vie for spots on Dragons’ Den
Auditions were held on March 6 in Waterloo to determine who will go on to face the dragons
DAINA GOLDFINGER
STAFF WRITER

Residents of Waterloo are no
stranger to innovative technology and start-up ideas. The
Dragons’ Den auditions hosted
in Waterloo on March 6 were
just another opportunity for
residents to make their creative
business ideas known.
The producers of the television program were present at the
auditions in order to judge who
would get selected for call-backs
and given the opportunity to
propose their business ideas to
the dragons.
This year the dragons will
consist of Jim Treliving, Arlene
Dickinson, David Chilton, Michael Wekerle and Vikram Vij.
Kristi Soomer, founder of
Encircled, designs versatile and
interchangeable clothing. One
product has the ability to be
transformed into eight different
styles, including a scarf, cardigan, tunic or a dress.
Soomer’s company is based in
downtown Toronto, however 95
per cent of her sales derive from
her online website. Her company
incorporates a sustainability approach, with all products being
ethically made and fairly traded,
along with paying their labourers
fairly.
Soomer decided to bring her
business idea to the Dragons’
Den auditions.
“I was asking for an investment. I was offering 20 per cent

“If you don’t get out there
and promote your
business, nobody else will.”

-Tami MacDonald, creator of Mina
Interactive Bridal Design

JOSHUA AWOLADE/GRAPHICS EDITOR

of my company for what, I think
it was $180,000,” she said.
Soomer explained she was primarily searching for professional
strategic advice to expand as an
entrepreneur. She would use
the money to get office space,
increase inventory and product
volumes, as well as purchase
higher quantities of fabric.
“I think they were just blown
away by the fact that it could do
so many different things,” said
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Soomer. “I think they were really
just enjoying it and thought it
was really fun.”
Soomer explained that while
the auditions were a bit intimidating, it was also an exciting
and positive experience.
Tami MacDonald, designer
and creator of Mina Interactive
Bridal Design, also attended the
auditions in Waterloo.
It was MacDonald’s second
time auditioning for Dragons’

Den. She auditioned last year
when her business was still in the
beginning stages.
Mina Interactive Bridal Design
gives the customer the opportunity to design their own wedding
dress, including the top, middle
and bottom areas. There are over
100 different options for just one
colour.
MacDonald’s company is
based in Tavistock, with many
of her designs being featured in

a store called Betroth in Cambridge.
“My proposal to Dragons’ Den
wasn’t for a lot of money,” said
MacDonald. “It was for a smaller
amount, which would help me
kind of set up a larger studio
[and] get additional patterns
going.”
Despite her need for an investment, MacDonald wishes to remain in control of her company.
MacDonald also described
her audition for Dragons’ Den to
be an extremely positive experience. She said she met a number
of interesting people who were
also auditioning for the television program.
“You got absolutely nothing
to lose,” said MacDonald. “If you
don’t get out there and promote
your business, nobody else will.”
Soomer echoed this sentiment.
“If you got a really great idea,
and something that you are really passionate about, you should
go for it — pursue it and see
where it goes,” she said.
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FILM

ALEXANDRA GUIZZETTI/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

For Waterloo residents, the façades of the Princess Twin and Princess cinemas stand as figureheads in showcasing films that other local cinemas may not. They cater to a unique experience.

Thirty years of cinema in uptown
VICTORIA BERNDT
STAFF WRITER

This year marks the 30th anniversary of local art house cinemas,
the Princess and the Princess
Twin. Originally opened in
1985, the theatres are still going
strong and play a central part in
Kitchener-Waterloo’s cultural
scene.
“We’re embedded in the Waterloo community,” said Princess
Cinemas’ owner John Tutt, a Wilfrid Laurier University graduate.
“Since we opened in 1985, we’ve
occupied the territory of the local
art house cinema in the region

and that basically means we are
the cinema that plays foreign
language films, documentaries,
period pieces specialty cinema
that the other cinemas don’t
carry.”
Being such an integral part of
Waterloo’s livelihood, the Princess isn’t in a lot of competition
with chain cinemas in the area.
Rather they are in competition
with Waterloo’s arts scene, according to Tutt.
“I compete with all sorts of
other cultural events in the city
more than I compete directly
with the chain cinemas. Music
festivals … I would look at as

more competition rather than
some kind of new Adam Sandler
movie.”
“I’m not really looking for that
sort of mainstream audience
anyways,” he said.
The distinctive blend of films
the Princess offers provides
many different opportunities
for a variety of audiences, which
is uncommon in the everyday
chain cinema.
“Because we premiere movies,
we’ve got a whole base of people
in Brantford, Elmira, Kitchener,
Cambridge — not just Waterloo,”
Tutt said.
Even though the cinemas are

a powerful part of Waterloo’s
artistic community, Tutt doesn’t
think the cinemas will change
much in the future.
“The original’s got this funky
charm that’s never really
changed that much. People kind
of like that.”
“You go to a movie theatre and
you don’t want it to change that
much because movie theatres
have been around for a long
time. It’s an old way of doing
something.”
Old or not, watching films like
those the Princess screens is a
unique opportunity that panders
a wide variety of audiences.

Tutt said university students
of in the Waterloo area should
explore the culture the Princess
Cinemas have to offer and soak
up its unique cultural experience.
“Think of the first years that
come to school in the community that aren’t from here …
their life is really focused on that
campus,” he said. “Part of the
charm of coming to university is
expanding your vision of things.
And whether it’s people you
meet, courses you take … coming to a community that’s got a
cinema like this, or an operation
like this, how cool is that?”

middle of them are these really
great pop songs with this loud
shell around them … it makes it a
lot of fun play.”
To date, Beath said the reception at the band’s previous shows
have been exceptional and attributes that to people’s familiarity
with the music.
“I think probably the reason
they are so fun is that they are
very participatory. Usually when
you start off as a band, you have
to go out and play shows and
nobody knows you and nobody
knows the songs,” she said.
“Because everyone knows the
songs, people are excited to hear
them and it makes them really
engaged.”
Beath believes the other contributing factor is the youth of
the audience. Because of when
they were born, most of the audience members did not get the
opportunity to see Nirvana play

live.
Nirvana disbanded in 1994
after Kurt Cobain’s death — long
before many of the people Hervana plays for were old enough
to see them live or even enjoy
their music.
“At one of our shows the
person who introduced us said,
‘Hey, has anyone seen Nirvana
live?’ and nobody had,” Beath
said. “It’s fun for people to come
and experience the songs in a
live setting even if it is not actually Nirvana.”
The fact that the band is
completely female has garnered
some attention according to
Beath.
However she does not believe
it adds or takes away from the
performance.
“These are people that I would
have played music with no
matter what, because they are
my friends and I think they are

great musicians … It is definitely
something that is important to
us, but it is not the most important thing.
For Beath, the show is somewhat of a homecoming, as she
graduated from Laurier in 2006.
Playing in Waterloo is something
that has been on her radar for
quite some time.
“It’s awesome. I’m really
excited for this show. I’ve wanted
to play in Waterloo basically
since we started playing shows …
I think it is just a really great local
scene there.”
“There is always so much going on,” she said.
Beath has one goal in mind for
anyone who decides to head over
to the Princess Café on March 22.
“We just want people to come
and have fun and experience
the songs along with us, and
just share a mutual love of these
songs,” she said.

MUSIC

Hervana to
play Waterloo
Nirvana cover band coming March 22
JOSH PETERS
SPORTS EDITOR

On March 22 the Princess Café
will travel back a couple of decades to a time of slap bracelets,
frosted tips and cootie catchers.
The reinvention of the 90s music scene will come in the form of
female Nirvana cover band, Hervana. Headed by lead singer and
guitarist Carly Beath, the band
will look to bring the sounds of
the iconic grunge-rock band to
the residents of Waterloo.
Beath, a Wilfrid Laurier
University graduate, started the
band in 2013 after reading a
tweet that read “Toronto needs
an all-girl Nirvana cover band
named Hervana” — that was
all the spark she needed. She
gathered together guitarist Michelle Turingan, bass player Erin
Saunderson and drummer Sonia
Sennik to get the project started.
Sennik has since been replaced
by Adrian Pasen.
“It was in mid-2013 that we
sort of started putting things
together. And then we played our
first show March of 2014,” said
Beath.
Before the band formed,
Beath was working on a solo E.P.
incorporating electronic and

pop music, as well as working on
other projects. In addition to her
experience in the music scene,
she believes her band members
have a wide range of skills to
bring to the stage.
“Our drummer Adrian, she’s
done a ton of stuff. She lived in
Brooklyn for a while and played
in some bands there,” she said.
“Michelle does a lot of solo electronic, instrumental stuff. Erin
has another band called Blue
Cougar which she still plays in.”
Choosing to cover Nirvana
was not difficult for Beath, as the
band has been an integral part
of her life ever since she was just
beginning to pluck at the strings
of a guitar.
“I learned to play guitar by
playing Nirvana songs,” she said.
“I had this big binder full of guitar tabs that I would print off the
Internet and teach myself how
to play.”
According to Beath, Nirvana’s
attractive sound and style stems
from a blend of strong, heavy
rock mixed with undeniably
catchy pop rhythms.
“The songs are really fun for
me because they are loud and
fun to play — they are heavy.
They also have this super
melodic core,” she said. “In the
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Local ingredients shine on K-W menus
RAFEY SATTAR
STAFF WRITER

“We want to give back to the
community,” said McCourt.
McCourt has an eye for detail
when it comes to presenting his
dishes. The board the ham is
served on is from a supplier in
the region who recycles wood,
adding to the character of the
dish.

Restauranteurs in KitchenerWaterloo are benefitting from
incorporating local ingredients
in their dishes. Their relationship
with farmers and suppliers also
supports the economy. Here are
three dishes from K-W eateries
that use local ingredients to great
effect.

Barrie’s Farm Nachos, Borealis Grille & Bar

Sweet Potato & Leek Soup,
Seven Shores Urban
Market & Café
The great produce available in
the area is an asset for Seven
Shores’ seasonal menu items.
The sweet potato is roasted
to create a warming dish for the
winter months. The addition of
the curry power also creates a
juxtaposition between sweet and
spicy that is highly enjoyable.
Customers at Seven Shores
often pair the soup with a sandwich or bread to enjoy a complete meal.
“People have been loving it,”
said Sean Zisler, the café’s coowner.
Waterloo-based Martin’s Family Fruit Farm supplies the sweet
potatoes, leeks and many of the
other ingredients behind the
soup.
“I’m out there a couple times
a week,” said Zister, speaking
on his strong relationship with
suppliers.
Seven Shores takes on local

JESSICA DIK/LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER

Many restaurants in the Kitchener-Waterloo area draw from local sources of produce with exquisite results.

produce offerings as an opportunity to create an innovative
menu.
“Seasonally you have to be
creative and inspired by what’s
available,” said Zister. “Right now
the sweet potato is amazing,” he
added.

Smoked Conestoga Ham,
Bauer Kitchen

“Our pork shank is super local,”
said executive chef Brian McCourt. The dish combines ham
sourced from Conestoga Meat
Packers in Woolwich and seasonal root vegetables from Karen
Farms in Brantford.
Available on the Bauer

Kitchen’s dinner menu, the root
vegetables add the hearty flavour
you’d want in the colder months.
The scalloped potatoes are
layered with bacon, giving this
gourmet dish a delicious kick.
The Smoked Conestoga Ham
is part of the Bauer Kitchen’s
efforts to support the local
economy.

“They’re not your regular tortilla- or corn-based chips,” said
managing partner Neil Robinson, describing one of the most
popular appetizers on his menu.
The nachos are from Cambridge-based Barrie’s Asparagus
Farm.
They’re a great dish for anybody with gluten intolerance,
and the unique vegetable-based
chips still pack a satisfying
crunch.
Incorporating high-quality
local ingredients and vegetablebased chips makes this dish
a healthy take on nachos that
people snack on at other bars
and restaurants.
Located in Kitchener, Borealis
works to create relationships
with local farmers. Tim Barrie,
the owner of the farm behind
the chips, dines at Borealis — as
do other farmers that supply the
restaurant’s ingredients.
“If we’ve built relationships
with those farmers we know that
they’re going to send us their
best product,” said Robinson.

MUSIC

One Bad Son ‘loves it all’
BETHANY BOWLES
STAFF WRITER

On March 14, Saskatchewanbased rock band One Bad Son
took the stage at Maxwell’s Concerts and Events on University
Avenue and delivered what can
only be described as an explosive
performance.
In an intimate setting of approximately 100 people, One
Bad Son, lead by vocalist Shane
Volk, brought every person to
their feet with their distinct stage
presence, undeniable chemistry
and unforgettable energy. Seeing
them live, in such an intimate
setting, was surely a treat.
“We’ve been together since
late 2004,” Volk said before taking
the stage. “The way we formed
was pretty random. Kurt and I
met through different bands and
then found Hicks and Granny
through some numbers at a Long
and McQuade … We just met
through music.”
Volk found it difficult to
describe. He said the best way
to describe any band’s sound is
solely based on understanding
the subjectivity of music.
“People always ask us, ‘What
do you sound like?’” he said. “It’s
really always up to you, though.
If you think we sound like your
favourite [‘80s band] then I guess
that’s your reflection of rock and
roll. It’s always up to the listener.”
Volk explained although they
find themselves somewhere inbetween old and new rock, they
want to create a distinct sound
that doesn’t slot the band into
one category.
One Bad Son’s current tour is
to promote their newest album
Black Buffalo, which was released in September 2014.

“[The new album] is as close
to our live sound as we’ve been
able to capture on record,” Volk
said. “It’s really stripped down
… really, it’s just us. There’s not
much just guitar, bass, drums
and vocals. Going forward, we’re
going to experiment with different stuff, but what was important
on this record was to hammer it
out the way we do live shows.”
After the March 14 show, this
statement proved to be true. It’s
very rare a band can perform
live to the same quality heard on
their album, but One Bad Son
completed the task.
Volk’s vocals — comparable to
Chris Cornell of Soundgarden —
were strong and never wavered.
He utilized the space of the stage
and was engaged with the audience.
Dahl’s performance on drums
was also worthy of applause and
he undeniably had the most fun
on stage. Watching Dahl’s energy
and ecstatic facial expressions
during the show really displayed
what being in a band should be
all about — the joy and love of
the music.
When discussing the experience of playing live shows, Volk
emphasized it really is all about
the music.
“We love it all. As long as you
have a room full of people, I
don’t care if it’s capacity or 5,000
… they’re going to get a One Bad
Son show. We don’t let up,” he
said.
All Volk wants in a show is for
that energy to be reciprocated.
“All we ever ask of the crowd
is that they give back as much
energy as we’re giving them,” he
said. “And to be honest, it happens pretty much every night.”
The interaction between the

band and the audience was
nothing but high energy on Saturday’s show. There were several
people moshing and getting as
close to the front as they possibly
could.
In the past few years Canadian
rock has been experiencing a revival with bands such as Monster
Truck, The Sheepdogs and now
One Bad Son.
As much as these bands are
becoming household names in
Canada, it is sometimes difficult
for such bands to break out of
Canadian borders.
“It’s a gigantic country with not
many people in it,” Volk said. “A
band in America can tour Texas
for most of its career and make
way more money and have way
more fans than a Canadian band
who’s known nation-wide. That
is the struggle.”
“We’re one of the top bands
in Canada right now in terms
of radio numbers … but to the
Americans, it’s a small market,”
he continued. “There’s a certain
toughness that touring Canadian
rock bands have because they’re
driving [long distances] between
shows and because there’s not
many people, the markets are
harder to break.”
When asked if One Bad Son
would ever move things to the
United States, Volk answered
without hesitation.
“No, because we’re Canadian
guys, we love this country and
there’s amazing fans up here.
We’ve done really well up here.”
As far as the future of One Bad
Son goes, Volk remarked the
band’s philosophy is to always
stay on tour.
“The next record is probably
about a year away, so Black Buffalo still has a lot of legs.”

WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR

One Bad Son has been playing across Canada to much acclaim from fans.
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On the recent job cuts, student protests and undue
influence by professors on students
In recent weeks at Wilfrid Laurier University, many students
have spoken out against several administrative policies and
decisions. Most notably, they’ve
admonished the university’s
administration for going forward with Integrated Planning &
Resource Management (IPRM).
They rallied, protested and for
the most part, their concerns
were vocalized and their voices
heard.
They have organized themselves under the auspices of Laurier Student Voices, a student-led
campus organization. After it
was announced last Tuesday that
22 positions would be cut, LSV
rallied and protested just as they
did weeks earlier against IPRM.
They were angry, loud and even
radical — perhaps rightfully so,
perhaps not.
We must all commend these
students for being so vocal about
an issue that presumably means
so much to them. We must also
recognize, without overstating, the severity of these issues
against which they protest.
IPRM might be an insensitive
program, but there is no denying
the inevitability of its prescriptions. Likewise, the 22 job cuts
announced last week, though
insensitive, seemed equally
inevitable.
Several universities across the
country have gone through even
more austere measures to stay
afloat, and anyone who chooses
to think seriously about this will
admit to the dire financial condition in which Canadian universities have found themselves.
Just as we must commend
these students for being active,
we must also denounce them for
operating under misguided and
disjointed information.
Their radicalism might be permissible if they truly represent
students’ voices as they claim to
do, rather than serve, wittingly
or unwittingly, as an extension
of their favourite professors’
opinions.
This seemingly unbreakable al-

liance between LSV and professors, and the absolute conflation
of faculty issues with student
issues, brings students into the
larger and more complicated
rift between university administration and university faculty
— two factions that exist to serve
students.
As has been mentioned before,
some of these professors who
advocate against the administration’s austerity measures are
themselves benefits of a system
that continues to reward them
disproportionally and at the
detriment of precarious, and
perhaps equally deserving, staff
or faculty.
This discussion then becomes
one of undue influence: to what
extent are professors using
students as pawns in their rift
against the administration?
Some professors have even
resorted to using class time to
further this anti-administration
agenda, and many others implicitly or explicitly coerce students
into siding or sympathizing with
their cause.
This is unacceptable because
it makes students feel they are
either on the side of faculty,
and hence on the side of an
“ideal” education (whatever
that means), or on the side of
a ruthless, disingenuous and
diabolical administration. This
characterization is itself ruthless,
disingenuous and diabolical.
With that said, this is not to
suggest these issues are not deserving of protest — that would
be a gross miscalculation; it only
suggests that the urge to protest
should not preclude any code of
ethical conduct, nor should it be
captured within a larger, somewhat political struggle between
faculty and administration.
To remedy this problem, LSV,
for one, needs to demonstrate its
independence from overbearing faculty, and perhaps begin to
advocate students’ concerns; and
faculty, on the other hand, must
recognize the ethical limits of
their influence.
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Whose skin are you in?
ALANNA FAIREY
FEATURES EDITOR

Every year, millions of animals
are slaughtered in the name of
fashion. I was excited when fashion month began in February
and I was hoping to find inspiration from the latest trends.
As I followed all of the major
fashion accounts on social media, I noticed a lot of the trends
involved lots of real fur coats,
feather skirts and real leather
handbags. It didn’t take long for
me to find the criticisms from
animal rights activists, making
claims that this promotes unethical treatment of animals in the
fashion industry.
While I have always purchased
faux fur and synthetic leather,
I realized that I bought these
alternatives because they were
cheaper, rather than based on
knowing that they promoted
ethical treatments of animals.
Ever since I adopted this new
mentality, I cannot look at a real
leather handbag without shuddering.
Is the immeasurable suffering
these animals endure worth the
fur coat you wear? The answer is
always no. If people had a better
grasp of what animals suffer in
order to further sales in fashion,
people would take this issue
much more seriously than they
currently do. It hasn’t been a
secret that foxes, bears and baby
harp seals have been killed so

their fur can be made into jackets, scarves and the trim of hats.
Steel-jaw traps in the wild
either catch these animals or
hunters physically go and kill the
animals themselves — usually
with a lack of compassion.
Exotic reptiles such as alligators and snakes are killed so
their skin can make wallets and
tote bags. Not everyone is a fan
of snakes, but we can all come
to a consensus that they do not
deserve to be skinned alive and
have their heads cracked open
with a hammer. Because their
metabolism is so slow it can take
hours for snakes to die, which
prolongs their suffering.
Domesticated animals are not
exempt from this brutality. A
recent investigation led by PETA
revealed that dogs have been
bludgeoned to death so their
skin can be turned into leather
gloves, belts, jacket collar trims
and other accessories, many of
which are distributed to North
America.
When you look at a puppy, do
you see the latest Prada tote bag?
Something must be done to curb
these atrocities. However, please
do not misinterpret this article as
me condoning those who throw
red paint on women who wear
fur coats to fashion week.
Actions like these only perpetuate the problem even further
and bring attention to the action,
not the cause itself. Taking action
does not have to be something
“big.” There is nothing wrong
with starting out small. Try paying closer attention to the materials you are buying the next time
you need some retail therapy.
Try looking for pleather jack-

Is the immeasurable
suffering these animals
endure worth the fur coat
you wear?

ets, cotton based shirts and satin.
Most clothes will have animal
friendly labels on them, indicating that the article of clothing is
fur-free and excludes real leather.
Paying attention to these labels
makes a world of difference. Designer Stella McCartney, who is a
lifelong vegan and animal activist, has a vegan clothing line that
is still fashionable but ethical.
Become acquainted with other
designers who will design clothes
that will not make you feel wrong
for wearing what seems to be a
real leather jacket. If you want to
move further along in promoting
compassion in fashion, find local
animal rights organizations in
your area and contact them.
Express your interest in getting
involved. Whether you sign a lot
of petitions, speak at conferences
or take part in a rally — your
voice matters. These animals
cannot say they are in pain. That
is why you must use your voice to
speak for them.
If we could all promote ethical fashion maybe next year for
fashion month, animal activists
will commend the fashion industry for its progressive change
towards animal rights.
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The business of corporate freeloading
If privatization is the logical
next step, sustainability
should be a uniting goal.

CARA PETICCA
OPINION COLUMNIST

In 2010, the United Nations
declared that there is a universal
human right to adequate water
for consumption. Unfortunately,
this supposed human right cannot necessarily be enforced proportionately on an international
scale and, as a result, nations
have the responsibility to uphold
this implication. Cue a complex
war on water with the interposition of both privatization and
exploitation.
Water is not a limitless
resource and its consumption
should be treated carefully.
While water is a human necessity, it is also a privilege. Water is
a commodity by the very nature
of its value; it is a source that will
continue to be marketed, sold
and consumed.
National corporations and
companies in Canada have it
relatively easy: the Canadian
Government has proven to be
overly lenient when it comes to
the exchange of water. In 2016,
the Government of Canada is
hoping to harness the commodification of water by regulating its
consumption. Massive companies will be charged fees for
their utilization of groundwater.
This reform is unprecedented

CONTRIBUTED IMAGE

in British Columbia where the
news of the impending regulated
water techniques generated
critique and triggered welcomed
discourse. While people felt the
regulation was necessary, the reality of water in 2016 will remain
vastly reprehensible.
To illustrate a main concern,
I will use Nestle, the largest producer of bottled water in Canada
today, as a point of reference.
The National Post’s Dan Fumano
explained that Nestle will pay the
Canadian government the rate of
$2.25 per million litres. In fact, he
says “Nestle will pay the govern-

ment $596.25 a year for 265 million litres of water.” Confused?
You pay about three dollars for a
litre of bottled water, but starting
January 2016, Nestlé will pay less
than that for one million litres.
Not to mention the company
profits from selling water. While
pushing companies to pay seems
to be a step in the right direction,
this minimal fee is shameful and
does not somehow provide a solution to the global water crisis.
The privatization of water
removes the resource from the
hands of the public and redirects ownership towards greedy

corporations and governmental
institutions that are not guaranteed to take every precaution
necessary to establish a principled use of the resource.
Corporations tend to focus
on the big picture and in doing
so they overlook minor details.
They are concerned about how
to capitalize with speed and
abundance, and local communities and regions are likely to be
neglected in this process.
The CEO of Nestlé Canada,
Shelley Martin, spearheads the
notion that businesses are successful when the local aspect is

tended to. The irony is palpable:
the CEO of Nestlé praising local consideration while likely
signing contracts to further the
company’s exploitative approach
to the sale of water, and preparing to purchase one million litres
of water for the price of a cup of
coffee.
Notably, Martin is a Wilfrid
Laurier University alumna and
its eighth CEO-in-residence. She
graduated Laurier in 1985 and
has managed to work her way
up the corporate ladder. While
Nestlé is an incredibly lucrative brand with various tailored
brands for sale around the world,
and surely the dream company
for many BBA hopefuls at Laurier, the company’s privatization
of water and weak future regulations reveals the degenerate side
of the business.
If privatization is the logical
next step, sustainability should
be a uniting goal. Paying what
I pay in a month’s rent for 265
million litres of water is unacceptable.

In defence of
austerity
SPENCER GIBARA
OPINION COLUMNIST

The amount of complaints I’ve
heard regarding Wilfrid Laurier
University’s budget cuts over the
past few weeks has been frustrating.
After voicing the concerns
many have with the school, I feel
extremely sympathetic to anyone
who has lost their job.
But with my sympathy comes
an understanding of the university administration’s actions.
These cutbacks aren’t a villainous act of oppression brought on
by an elitist, corporate hegemony, but instead are fairly reasonable steps that are needed to
reduce the looming deficit.
The fact is that 80 per cent of
the Laurier budget goes towards
paying salaries and benefits.
And any corporation that’s
spending 80 per cent of a budget
on workers should not be accused of trying to undermine
them. The rhetoric I’ve heard
over the past few weeks — that
Laurier is somehow trying to
hurt our fellow students and
teachers — is blatantly misleading.
Some professors and students

These cutbacks aren’t
villainous acts of oppression brought on by an
elitist, corporate
hegemony...

have expressed the view that in a
perfect world, schools wouldn’t
run like a business; we would
all come to engage in critical
thought and leave after four
years feeling enlightened.
But that’s not how the world
works. I hear a lot of complaints
but not enough suggestions
about how this budgetary crisis
can be solved without these cuts.
What solutions does the
university have? Raising tuition
is out of the question for a host
of reasons, so what’s the viable
alternative? Also bothersome
is the fact that many students
support budget cuts instead of
tuition increases, but then try
to demonize Laurier when they
realize it’s their programs that
might be affected.
That only highlights the hypocrisy of this outrage. I’m a political
science and North American
studies student. I love both my
programs and all my professors,

ANDREAS PATSIAOUROS/FILE PHOTO

Students, faculty and staff gathered in the concourse last week after the job cuts were announced.

but if a serious cut were needed
I would understand if it comes at
my expense. Moreover, tenured
professors are not getting fired,
and this is likely the fairest deal
for students and the quality of
their education. I don’t think
many people know how much
money full-time tenured professors make. Many of them make
$165,000 a year, with a six per
cent increase annually.
If the profs collectively agreed
to stop the increase for a couple
of years, many of these jobs
would be saved.
So while the “outrage brigade”

is in full force, screaming up at
the sky about how our president
Max Blouw is out to ruin our
school, they neglect the facts.
University students of all
people should understand what
it’s like to stretch a budget.
Sometimes we just don’t have
the money to go to a bar or go
watch a movie.
I personally had to give up
buying more Nicki Minaj posters
(I got that calendar though).
The university is doing the
responsible thing and reducing
its operating costs, and it’s better
for us all in the long run.

If the profs collectively
agreed to stop the increase
for a couple of years, many
of these jobs would be
saved.
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MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR EDUCATION
Fanshawe Introduces
New Insurance and
Risk Management
Graduate Program.
In just eight-months, you can start
a career in a sector boasting:
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ACROSS

DOWN

1- Collapse
6- Bugs, clunkers, and rides,
e.g.
10- Eldest son of Noah
14- Courtyard
15- ...___ saw Elba
16- Table d’___
17- In the least
18- Cereal grain
19- Dept. of Labor division
20- Try again
22- Inherited from a mother
24- Balderdash
26- Keep
27- Endurance
31- Flee
32- Folded food
33- Hot stuff
36- Descartes’s conclusion
39- Choir member
40- Daybook
41- Estimator’s phrase
42- KLM rival
43- Nymph chaser
44- Aspect
45- Op. ___
46- Rudimentary component
48- Less fresh
51- ___-X
52- Grifter
54- Christian festival
59- Dissolve
60- “The Time Machine”
people
62- South American ruminant
63- Prefix with logical
64- Trigonometric function
65- Shinto temple gateway
66- Small gull
67- Sign of injury
68- Pine

1- Box
2- After the bell
3- D-Day beach
4- Eight furlongs
5- North Star
6- Bus. bigwig
7- Composer Khachaturian
8- Pave over
9- Sororal
10- System of aircraft navigation
11- Anwar’s successor
12- Patriot Allen
13- Repast
21- Director Howard
23- Sewing case
25- Unspoken
27- RR stops
28- Currency unit in Western
Samoa
29- After John in the NT
30- Cattle call
34- Cut and dried grass
35- Like some vbs.
36- Dies ___
37- Org.
38- Champagne name
40- Undated
41- Resistance unit
43- Immature herring
44- Punishment
45- Small territorial district
47- Levi’s rival
48- Celsius, for one
49- Floor worker
50- Souvenir
52- Struck, old-style
53- Barrett of gossip
55- Gin flavorer
56- Skater Lipinski
57- Bahrain bigwig
58- Drops from the sky
61- Comparative suffix
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life pissing
you off?
submit a
dear life

DEARLIFE@THECORD.CA

Elizabeth Arden (neé Florence Nightingale Graham), 1939 (b/w photo) / Creator(s): Fisher, Alan, photographer / [Public domain], via Library of Congress

“Our only limitations are those
which we set up in our own minds,
or permit others to establish for us.”
› Elizabeth Arden: Self-Made Maven
In a time when women dare not wear make-up or run their own businesses, Elizabeth
daringly did both. She was not a trained chemist, yet she pioneered the concept of
scientifically formulating cosmetics. She was not a business graduate, yet she created
a global empire. Curiosity and drive were her teachers; the world, her classroom.
We think Elizabeth would have simply adored AU, giving people all over the world
the chance to make their mark, on their terms, in their time. Beautiful.

open. online. everywhere.
Learn more at business.athabascau.ca
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• Free breakfast for WLU undergraduate
students in attendance with valid onecard - space is limited
• come learn more about LSPIRG
• vote for the Board of Directors

Interested in running for a position on
LSPIRG's Board of Directors? Please visit
www.lspirg.org/boardinfo
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CURLING

Curling nationals begin in Waterloo
The OUA champion men’s and women’s curling teams will host the national championships
DREW YATES
STAFF WRITER

The final destination on the university curling circuit has finally
arrived. 16 of the top curling
teams in Canada will battle for
the chance to sit atop the highest
pinnacle of university curling,
right here in Waterloo.
Divided by eight teams per
gender, they will be fighting for
the chance to win the ultimate
prize: the coveted Canadian
Interuniversity Sport (CIS) gold
medal.
“The whole team is excited. It’s
a good feeling going into nationals on a high note after accomplishing our goals through the
OUA championship,” said Jason
Rice, head coach of the Wilfrid
Laurier University women’s
varsity team.
“Seeing that the majority of
this team was at CIS last year,
they are really looking forward to
a second crack at it.”
CIS nationals will showcase
top talent from coast to coast.
Skip Kelsey Rocque from the
University of Alberta will be
coming to town, aiming to add
CIS gold to her list of hardware.
Rocque is coming into the tournament after defending her titles
as a Canadian Junior and World
Junior champion.
Meanwhile on the men’s side,

“It’s a good feeling going to nationals on a high
note after accomplishing
our goals though the OUA
championship.”
-Jason Rice, women’s curling
head coach

LENA YANG/CREATIVE DIRECTOR

the up-and-coming rink from
Dalhousie University received
a national berth due to Quebec
deciding not to participate this
year.
In addition, the Atlantic University Sport champion — University of New Brunswick skip
Josh Barry — represented Prince
Edward Island in the Brier and
played third for Adam Casey.
Evan Lilly, University of Toronto’s
skip, will be looking to defend his
national championship this year.
According to the Laurier men’s
varsity coach Glenn Paulley,
Josh Barry’s rink and Dalhousie’s

rink — skipped by Marc Gordon
— will present a challenge to the
team.
“We don’t have any experience
playing against John [Newhook]’s
players, and that’s our first game
so Dal is a bit of an unknown,”
he said.
Laurier has no shortage of
depth either. Skipped by Aaron
Squires, the men’s varsity curling team has three players with
Ontario Tankard experience,
including lead Fraser Reid and
second Spencer Nuttall.
On the women’s varsity team,
vice Kerilynn Mathers made her

first appearance at the Ontario Scotties this year while lead
Chelsea Brandwood represented
Ontario in the Canadian Juniors
last January, where she played
against Rocque in the championship final.
“This is a very talented field.
There are no easy games,” Paulley
said, when asked what matches
his rink will be focusing on.
“We are going to have to play at
our best in order to qualify for
playoffs.”
Both Laurier rinks will be looking for a strong finish again this
year in their home club. Last year

each team captured the bronze
medal and they are looking to
medal again.
“We feel like we would compete quite well against the other
teams,” Rice said. “As long as we
perform the way we should be in
terms of our performance goals
going into it, we feel that we
should have a great opportunity
to medal.”
Paulley is also envisioning the
same goal. With all four athletes
returning from last year, the goal
is to meet or exceed last year’s
result.
“For several of the players this
is likely going to be their last year
of university curling, so this is going to be a fantastic cap on their
university career if we can get to
the podium at CIS,” Paulley said.
The action begins March 18 at
the Kitchener-Waterloo Granite
Club, with the first draw beginning at 8 a.m.

AWARDS

OWL nominees chosen
WILL PROWSE
STAFF WRITER

It has been a banner year both in
and out of uniform for women’s
athletics at Wilfrid Laurier University.
Last week, nominees were
announced for the Outstanding Women of Laurier award,
which recognizes achievement in
athletics, the community and the
classroom.
“The female athletics teams
here at Laurier are a very strong
group of girls. We’ve represented
our school well and I think that
there are leaders throughout
every single team,” said women’s
soccer forward Emily Brown.
“I think that contributes to
the success of all the teams that
we’ve had.”
Brown, a fourth-year sociology
major, has found herself an OWL
finalist for two consecutive years.
But despite her familiarity with it,
the shine of the honour has not
yet worn off.
“I think it’s a great program
where we can celebrate all these
strong female leaders that come
here to Laurier and go out in the
community and get involved. I
think it’s a really good thing to be
able to celebrate that,” she said.
Brown is joined by two firsttime finalists, Lee Anna Osei
and Sam Jacobs. Osei and Jacobs
were both members of Laurier’s
women’s basketball team, which
dazzled by putting together a
17-3 regular season.
According to Jacobs, a fourth-

year kinesiology student and
the vice-president of Laurier’s
Letterman Society, the women’s
basketball program has a mentality that fosters leadership.
“It sort of speaks to the values
we have within our team,” said
the guard.
“Across the board everyone on
our team, and in previous years,
does a lot of good community involvement and we value academics pretty highly on our team and
that sort of thing. It’s just good for
the program.”
Jacobs advised younger members of the athletic community,
and Laurier community in general, to take any opportunity they
can to become involved.
“Just reach out. There’s tons
of opportunities so talk to other
athletes, talk to your coaches.
Even if you’re not an athlete, talk
to other people in the community
— that way you can get involved,”
she said.
“It helps you form meaningful
relationships outside of sports
and school and stuff. You can
really make a difference in the
community doing that sort of
thing.”
Osei, fifth-year history major,
has had an interesting journey
on her way to becoming an OWL
nominee.
She made stops at two universities in the United States before
becoming a Golden Hawk.
Last year, Osei served as a student ambassador at the annual
OWL luncheon.
She pointed to this as an inspi-

“The female athletics
teams here at Laurier are a
very strong group of girls.
We represented our school
well...”
-Emily Brown, women’s soccer

rational moment and something
that helped shape her as a leadership figure.
“To see all the powerful and
strong women that were there
was definitely inspiring, and I
thought to myself if there was any
chance I could be in the same
position the following year I
would be over the edge about it,”
she said.
With her Laurier career coming
to a close, Osei reflected on her
long road to Laurier and elaborated on her goals for the future.
“A lot of my friends that I grew
up with have yet to be in university, but that’s something I want
to change,” she said.
“That’s part of the reason I feel
like God put me here — to go
through these experiences so I
can help not only people that are
younger than me, but my own
friends.”
The tenth annual OWL luncheon is set for March 25 at the
Waterloo Inn Conference Hotel,
with keynote speakers Olympic
gold medalists Tessa Virtue and
Scott Moir.
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Laurier’s winter term all-stars
Zach Lorentz: men’s hockey

Whitney Ellenor: women’s basketball

First-year forward of the men’s hockey team, Zach Lorentz was named to the Ontario
University Athletics (OUA) All-Rookie team. Playing on a team that struggled to find
consistency, Lorentz stood out. He averaged at least a point per game, finishing the
year with 27 total points, including nine goals and 18 helpers. The native of Waterloo,
Ontario previously played for the Kitchener Rangers, and is most likely going to be a
key piece in the future of the team.

Whitney Ellenor became the first women’s basketball player from Laurier to earn a
first-team all-star selection in five years.
It comes in her final season as a Golden Hawk and solidfies her as one of the all time
best players the program had to offer. As the starting centre for the Hawks, Ellenor averaged 15.9 points and 8.9 rebounds per game, nearly averaging a double-double.
She also finished the season recording 2.2 blocked shots per game, which was top in
the OUA. Her multiple clutch performances and breakout games earned her all-star
honours.

Will Coulthard: men’s basketball

Laura Brooker: women’s hockey

The captain of the Laurier men’s basketball team was named a second-team all-star
by the OUA. After cementing his role as the leader of the team following Max Allin’s
graduation, Coulthard provided the club with a spark this past season with his long
rage shooting ability and willingness to make buckets in traffic.
The guard averaged 17 points per contest and grabbed the most rebounds of his
career with 3.3. He also dropped 34 points against the Western Mustangs on Feb. 25 in
the opening round of the playoffs, leading his club to a quarter-final berth, despite a
disappointing overall season.

Lee Anna Osei: women’s basketball

Although the season may not have ended as planned for the captain of the defending
champion women’s hockey team, her achievements on the ice were recognized, as
she was named a first-team all-star by the OUA. Brooker managed to tally 21 points in
just 19 games with the Golden Hawks. The veteran was chosen as the captain of team
Canada for the Winter Universiade in Grenada, Spain. Her season brought her to second in Laurier history with 73 goals in her illustrious five-year career.
Most impressively, this is the fifth straight time Brooker has been named an OUA allstar, a feat no other women’s hockey player has ever achieved.

Luke Allin: men’s basketball

Lee Anna Osei was named a second-team all-star by the OUA in her fifth and final
season as a Golden Hawk. While being hampered by injuries for much of the season,
Osei still managed to be a part of a historic women’s basketball team as the club went
17-3. Her 6.1 points, 5.5 rebounds and 3.7 assists per game were enough to earn her allstar honours. She was also a pivotal factor in Laurier’s heartbreaking playoff loss to the
Queen’s Golden Gaels, as she scored 10 points and dished out five assists.

Following in the footsteps of his older brother and Laurier men’s basketball icon Max
Allin, Luke Allin received all-rookie on the provincial level and from Canadian Interuniversity Sport. While Allin did not put up monstrous numbers, his size and ball handling ability combined with a smooth shot was enough to garner national attention.
He averaged 49.3 per cent from the three-point line, good for second in the OUA. That
included a seven-for-seven effort over the Varsity Blues.
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